
Year 6 Knowledge Organiser 

Mountains and Coasts 

Mountain Ranges of the World 

What is a mountain?  A mountains a land form that rises high 
above the surrounding terrain in a limited area. They are made of 
rocks and earth. Mountains are higher than 600m; those less than 
600m are called hills. There are 5 basic kinds of mountains: 
1. Fold mountains  
2. Fault-block mountains  
3. Dome mountains  
4. Volcanic mountains  
5. Plateau mountains  

What is the coast? A coast is the edge of the land where it meets 
the sea or ocean. People have always lived and worked by the coast. 
Most coastal settlements have developed around docks, ports and 
harbours. These have been built where there is good access to the 
sea, usually at the mouth of a river. The coast or coastline around 
Britain is very varied, it includes: beaches; cliffs ; sand dunes; 
mudflats; salt marshes; shore platforms and estuaries. 

arch - a natural opening eroded out of a cliff face  
bay - a part of the coast where the land curves in so 
that the sea is surrounded by land on three sides  
beach - an area of sand or small stones near the sea  
cave - a large hole in the side of a hill, cliff, 
or mountain, or one that is underground  
cliff - a high area of rock with a very steep side, often 
on a coast  
dune - a hill of sand near a beach or in a desert  
headland - a piece of land that sticks out from the 
coast into the sea  
stack - a pillar-like mass of rock detached by wave  
action, detached by wave action from a cliff-lined 
shore and surrounded by water  
stump - the stack is undercut at the base until it    
collapses to form a stump  
spit - a long, thin, flat beach that goes out into the sea  
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